Once upon a time there was a boy who dettse ________ his home for nrdao _________. He knew that radon was the second leading cause of gnlu narecc ________ _________. The first leading cause is mkigson _________.

The boy bought his radon test kit, or ctedtroe ________, at the local hardware store. Following the directions, he opened his test kit and placed it on a shelf where it would not be etisbdurb ________. He left the test kit there for a week then he closed it and sent the test kit to the batloryatao _________ for slany sia _________. A week to ten days later he received the test results. The radon level was above USEPA’s action level of 4.0 cipo sieruc ________ ________ per liter of air (pCi/L). His parents decided to lower the radon level in their home.

The boy’s dad called a radon gamttoriti ________ to come fix the radon problem. The professional radon mitigator was desnecil ________ with the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety to perform radon mitigation. The mitigator installed a radon mitigation system that is called subslab rpedussezirnoita _________.

The boy then tested his house again to make sure the radon was below 4.0 pico curies per ritle _________. The post-mitigation test result was less than 4.0 pCi/L. Now, the boy’s family is happy because their home is healthier and has a low radon ranocnecntoi _________.